
Proact to modernise BTG’s data storage environment
BTG has selected Proact as its partner to help modernise the company’s data storage environment. With Proact’s storage
solution, BTG will improve its performance, capacity and flexibility in the storage environment, placing it in a better position to
meet the company’s existing and future storage requirements. This project began in December 2011 and was completed in early
2012. The solution has been implemented by Proact consultants, and ongoing support from Proact is also included in the
contract.

BTG is a well-established international supplier of market-leading technology in the fields of process control and coating solutions for the
paper and pulp industry. BTG needed to modernise its data storage environment so as to meet the company’s demands for secure storage
more effectively. To meet BTG’s requirements, Proact presented and implemented a solution based on an EMC VNX platform.

“We needed to update to a more flexible platform that was able to offer better performance and accessibility in our storage environment. The
solution which Proact devised and implemented allows us to cover all these things. It also provides more straightforward administration for our
engineers,” says Markus Kjellman, Manager IT&Systems, BTG.

Proact’s solution also included FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering), allowing BTG to automatically prioritise response times for various
systems depending on how important they are to operations. This means that BTG is able to use smaller, cheaper disks for inactive data and
more high performance storage for the most important information.

“We have devised and supplied to BTG a futureproof storage solution which the company can develop and grow with. This solution gives
them the opportunity to store more data over less disk space. With the Tiering structure which BTG has selected, the company can also
be sure that the most vital information is readily accessible, with outstanding performance,” says Johan Calmblad, client manager at
Proact.

 

For further information, please contact:

Martin Ödman, Regional Manager, Proact IT Sweden AB
Tel.: +46 (0)31 760 68 11, e-mail: martin.odman@proact.se

Johan Calmblad, client manager, Proact IT Sweden AB
Tel.: + 46 733 566 862 e-mail: johan.calmblad@proact.se  

 

About Proact 

Proact is a specialist in storage, archiving and securing large volumes of mission-critical information. As an independent integrator, Proact provides
systems, support and consulting services within its focus area of data storage and archiving.

The Proact Group has more than 640 employees and conducts business in Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Great Britain,
Latvia, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden. Proact was founded in 1994 and its parent company, Proact IT Group
AB (publ) has been listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm since 1999 under the symbol PACT.

Additional information about Proact is available at www.proact.eu


